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The literacy rate was high. Others have suggested that Sufi scholars and other Muslim teachers went to the
islands to intentionally spread Islam. It starts with Alexander and his Greek army and ends with the EU.
Women enjoyed equal status with men. Some of the larger rowed vessels held up to a hundred rowers on each
side besides a contingent of armed troops. The Luzon Empire became such an important center in Chinese
trade that the Kingdom of Brunei was forced to invade it in  Society was more tolerant in pre-colonial
Philippines. Some of the larger sailing ships, however, did not have outriggers. Sadly, the Spanish cleverly
exploited the regionalist tendencies of the pre-colonial Filipinos. End Notes. Painting by Botong Francisco
While it could be said that our modern society is one of the most tolerant in the world, we owe our
open-mindedness not to the Americans and certainly not to the Spanish, but to the pre-colonial Filipinos.
Aside from the offensive weapons, our ancestors also knew how to construct huge fortresses and body armor.
Via thebulwaganfoundation. Penalties for anyone found guilty of a crime include censures, fines,
imprisonment and death. Japanese texts were very specific about these jars being made in Luzon. In , the
Philippine economy grew by 6. In lieu of cash, our ancestors exchanged precious minerals, manufactured
goods, etc. Some notable examples of Filipino jewelry include necklaces, belts, armlets and rings placed
around the waist. The first Ilocano revolt occurred during , when the Ilocanos proclaimed Pedro Almazan as
their king. The rough social image is one of a declining Western civilization after the barbaric destruction and
decay of the Roman Empire. Conversely, if the ruler became corrupt or incompetent, then the people had a
right to remove him. The Spaniards were set on conquering this community. It has been suggested that it
might have been spread by merchants from Indonesia and India. This script was ultimately derived from an
Indian script. Princess Urduja was described as a daughter of a ruler named Tawalisi of a land that was also
called Tawalisi. They were then called Las Felipinas. The American fleet suffered only minor damage. The
gradual spread of Islam from Borneo into the central and northern islands was interrupted by the arrival of the
Spanish Christians. Their rulers were recognized by Chinese historians as kings and not mere chieftains. In ,
Kapampangans were one of the principal ethnic groups to spearhead the Philippine revolution against Spain.
Philippines Ancient Philippines The more then seven thousand islands that make up the Philippine
Archipelago are home to one of the most diverse cultural regions of the ancient southeast Asian world. The
usage of karakoas declined due to Spanish persecution. Yet it was also the Kapampangans of Macabebe that
fiercely defended the last Spanish garrisson against the revolutionaries. Duck husbandry was also practiced by
indigenous Filipinos, particularly those around Pateros and Taguig City. Indigenous Muslims were able to
incorporate their native beliefs and practices into Islam just as easily as indigenous Christians have done with
Catholic Christianity. Japanese texts mentioned trading expeditions to the island of Rusun Luzon for the
highly prized Rusun and Namban jars of the area. The Visayans The Spanish battling the Visayans The
Visayans primarily live in the Visayas, and some part of Mindanao but others have migrated elsewhere in the
Philippines, including Luzon; conversely, permanent migrants to the Visayas are also referred to as Visayans.
The issue of same-sex marriage is one that has attracted a lot of controversies world over. This
divide-and-conquer strategy would be the major reason why the Spanish successfully controlled the country
for more than years. Owing to the excellent craftsmanship of the Filipinos, locally-produced items such as
pots, jewelry, and clothing were highly-sought in other countries. The natives made use of the salambao,
which is a type of raft that utilizes a large fishing net which is lowered into the water via a type of lever made
of two criss-crossed poles. An Itneg shaman renewing an offering to the spirit shield , Philippines. Sculptures,
texts, religious ceremonies, and virtually anything else deemed obscene, evil or a threat to their rule were
eliminated. The United States needed , soldiers to subdue the Philippines. While Magellan's crew were with
the king, a representative from Siam was paying tribute to the king.


